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Centrally manage and monitor
Whether you have two or two-hundred+ Astaro Security Gateways, ACC saves you time and
makes your life easier. Service providers and companys which have multiple installations use
Astaro Comand Center (ACC) to centrally manage, maintain, configure, and report on up to
hundreds of Astaro Security Gateways.

Download
Now!

A browser-based GUI provides a centralized point where administrators can get a global view
of their infrastructure and keep aware of events in real-time. Working with multiple sites has
never been easier.

www.astaro.com/download/acc

ACC is free. Start using it today.
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User Interface

Real-Time Monitoring
See Things As They Happen
View and retrieve information on your ASG
installations. The monitoring section gives you a
detailed visualization on threat levels, subscriptions and licenses, and resource usages for disk,
processor, and memory. Over time, a trending
system will establish normal levels for each site,
allowing you to see in real-time if something
deviates from the normal baseline.

Inventory Management
See All Your Installations
No more excel sheets or word documents. With ACC, you have a
full list of all your installations. It shows where they are located,
displays site-specific information, and allows you to make notes.
You can even login to their WebAdmin with a single button click,
removing the need for password management or worse; using
the same one for all sites.

Device Maintenance
Keep Sites Updated
Good security products are always evolving to
deal with the latest threats and provide new features. ACC gives you an overview of what version
your sites are at, and lets you update locations
immediately or at a scheduled time. By keeping
your ASG‘s updated you get the best abilities and
protection.
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Central Configuration
Build Rules and Policies
With multiple locations, tasks can become
redundant. ACC‘s allows you to centrally build,
create, and deploy security settings. Allow a
website, block a category, create firewall rules,
build VPN tunnels, and do much more without
needing to login to each site or repeat tasks.

Access Management
Share The Workload
ACC gives you the ability to control admins and what they can
access for each connected ASG. With access roles and organizational units powerful combinations are possible. For example, a
partner could see all their customers, who in turn can have their
IT department self-manage their own devices and the rights for
individual staff.

Aggregated Reporting
Get Company-Wide Information
If you want to know the top site or category
for all locations in a company, or what user is
consuming the most bandwidth, you can find
out with ACC‘s central reporting. View data on
Network, Web and Mail security for individual
offices or aggregated across all sites.
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Deployment Options

Astaro Command Center Software Appliance
Astaro Command Center software appliance is installed on your choice of hardware to create a
dedicated central management solution. As your number of connected Astaro Security Gateways
grows, you can upgrade or move to an entrely new platform at any time while preserving all existing
settings.

Astaro Command Center Virtual Appliance for VMware
Pre-installed and pre-configured for VMware environments, Astaro Command Center virtual appliance is based on the software equivalent. Operating seamlessly inside your virtual infrastructure,
ACC is the perfect solution for virtualized global device management.

System Requirements
Number of Managed Gateways
Recommended Intel Processor
Recommended Memory
Internet Link Speed

10

25

50

100

300

1.6 Ghz

2.8Ghz

Dual Core 1.8 Ghz

Dual Core 3.0 Ghz

Dual Quad 2.4 Ghz

1GB

1GB

2GB

2GB

8GB

512 Kbit

1 Mbit

1 Mbit

2 Mbit

6 Mbit

Features
Real Time Monitoring

Central Configuration

Management

Reporting

>T
 hreats: Packet filter rule infringments, IPS attacks, port
scans, failed logins, virus,
spyware attacks, spam rate.

>V
 PN: Build, edit, deploy, and
revoke site-to-site IPSec
tunnels and custom policies
using a specialized wizard.

>A
 udit inventory of connected
devices.

>D
 aily, weekly, monthly, and
yearly overviews: hardware
and network capacity, network security activity.

>L
 icense information: Active
and maximum permitted
number of users/connections,
license status and license ID,
subscription time remaining.

>G
 lobal Objects: Manage and
distribute Network, Services,
and Time-Event definitions.

>V
 ersion: Installed firmware
and pattern versions.

>N
 etwork Security: Full central
configuration and deployment
of packet filter rules and rule
sets.

>R
 esources: System load, total
CPU load, per-core CPU load,
RAM allocation, swap allocation, hard disk allocation,
network card load, HA/cluster
status.

>W
 eb Security: Create, edit,
deploy, and revoke content
filter actions & assignments,
URL filtering categories,
proxy auto-configuration files,
and exceptions.

>D
 isplay and monitoring of
activated features.

>R
 emove and deny future
connection attempts from
previous sites.
>E
 dit device parameters:
name, location, timezone,
company, hostname, custom
notes.
>D
 efine organizational units
and sort devices into areas of
responsibility.
>G
 ranular assignments by
customer, user, and gateway.
>C
 onfigurable permissions: No
access, monitor only, maintenance, configuration, user
admin.

>A
 utomated transmission of
summary executive reports
via email.
>A
 ggregated reporting from
one, many, or all devices.
>A
 ccounting: top destinations,
services, and sources.
>N
 etwork Security: packet
filter and IPS
>W
 eb Security: categories, domains, users, sites, viruses.
>M
 ail Security: senders, recipients, spam senders, spam
countries, viruses.

Contact
Visit us at www.astaro.com or contact the Astaro partner close to you.

Symtrex Inc.
www.symtrex.com / www.astaro.ca
416-769-3000 / 866-431-8972
sales@symtrex.com / sales@astaro.ca
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